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Abstract: The term Data Engineering did not get much popularity as the terminologies like Data Science or Data Analytics, mainly because the importance of this technique or concept is normally observed or experienced only during working with data or handling data or playing with data as a Data Scientist or Data Analyst. Though neither of these two, but as an academician and the urge to learn, while working with Python, this topic ‘Data engineering’ and one of its major sub topic or concept ‘Data Wrangling’ has drawn attention and this paper is a small step to explain the experience of handling data which uses Wrangling concept, using Python. So Data Wrangling, earlier referred to as Data Munging (when done by hand or manually), is the method of transforming and mapping data from one available data format into another format with the idea of making it more appropriate and important for a variety of related purposes such as analytics. Data wrangling is the modern name used for data pre-processing rather Munging. The Python Library used for the research work shown here is called Pandas. Though the major Research Area is ‘Application of Data Analytics on Academic Data using Python’, this paper focuses on a small preliminary topic of the mentioned research work named Data wrangling using Python (Pandas Library).

Index Terms: Data Engineering, Python, Data Wrangling

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper starts with an overview of Data Engineering. It will then explain about the use of Python Libraries for executing one of the most important Data Engineering Task – called Data Wrangling.

Data Engineering: Data Engineering is the fabrication and architecting the infrastructure for data (Data can be read as Big Data). It is the collecting and gathering of data, storing it for future, doing real time and batch processing on it and finally provide service to the Data Analyst/Scientist group for further process. Big Data tools are common names in Data engineering field. The traditional Data Base concepts and Data Base Management Systems stand the fundamentals for Data engineering field.

So Data engineering is responsible for making the channel or streamline for the seamless movement of data from one instance to another. The data engineers who are into it take care of hardware and software requirement along with the IT and Data security and protection issues. They also promise the fault tolerance in the system and monitor the server logs and administration of the data pipeline.

Data Engineering field includes handling and input errors, taking care of the system, making human-fault-tolerant pipelines, understanding what is necessary to make it better in size, solving continuous integration, knowledge of database administration, doing data cleaning, making a deterministic pipeline and finally gives a strong base to the Data Analytics or Data Scientist group.

Few Data Engineering Techniques: Data Engineering Techniques can be divided under numerous areas, such as File formats

- Wrangling
- Ingestion Machines
- Stream Processing
- Storage Machines
- Batch Processing, Batch SQL
- Storages for Data
- Management of Clusters
- Database Transaction
- Frameworks for Web
- Visualizations of Data
- Machine Learning.

Data Engineering and Data Analytics: The Data Analytics or Data Science Techniques cannot be applied on any kind of data set if the data is not in a proper format, data is not cleaned and data is not error free. So Data Engineers play the major role of representing data in a proper shape to a Data Analyst or Data Scientist.

Data wrangling: Data wrangling is the process of reshaping, aggregating, separating, or else we can name it as transforming data from one format to a more useful one. Clean and wrangle data into a state which can be which can be useful: Data engineers make sure the data the company is using is clean, reliable, and it is made for whatever the purpose we may use to present them. Data engineers mainly rangle data into a situation that can then have queries run against it by software developers.

Data wrangling is considering a scattered and unclear source of data and make it into an useful interesting data set which will catch many eyes. People may ask: How best are they as data set? How much usefulness they have towards the target? Do we have a better way to get data? Once one has thoroughly checked , collected and cleaned the data so that the collected data sets becomes important, we can utilize different AI, ML tools and methods (like Shell scripts) to analyze them and present the details to the developers. So it is important to collect proper data set and make them code ready or machine ready. Data wrangling is a interesting problem when working with big data, mainly if one learned to do it, or he doesn’t have the right tools to clean and validate data in an effective and efficient way. Always a nice data engineer can understand the queries a data scientist is trying to understand and make their work easier by creating a interesting, on time, usable data product.
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II. THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT

This research work uses the following tools for experiencing Data Wrangling steps.
- Python 3.5
- Anaconda3
- Jupyter Notebook
- Pandas Library

Anaconda3 : As we know Anaconda is a free and open-source tool of the Python and R programming languages for scientific, intelligent computing (data science, artificial intelligence and machine learning applications, big data processing, predictive analytics, etc.). It makes the package management and implementation easy. Anaconda is easy to use and needs machine with 8 GB RAM for best experience. It provides all most all the tools needed to work with python and give the best result. Anaconda provides the tools needed to easily:
- It takes data input from CSV files, Excel sheets, databases, and big data
- It manages working environments with Conda part of the software
- It can share, collaborate on, and reproduce projects
- Once the project is ready anaconda make the deployment just with a mouse click

Anaconda creates an integrated, end-to-end data experience. This research work uses one important tool mentioned above called Jupyter Notebook.

Jupyter Notebook : Source - https://jupyter.org/
The Jupyter Notebook is an open-source tool that allows one to create and share software development documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and narrative text. Uses include: cleaning of data and change from one form to another, numerical simulation, statistical modelling, visualization of data, machine learning, and much more. The total thing comes as a package item with Anaconda. Once the latest version of Anaconda is installed there’s no need for seperately installing Jupyter Notebook. On launching the Jupyter Notebook the web browser looks like below given pic.

About Pandas in Python : Python is a great language for working on data analysis; primarily because of the fantastic ecosystem of data-centric Python packages. Pandas is one of those packages, which imports and analyzes data much easier. Pandas build on packages like NumPy and MatPlotLib to give a single, convenient place to work on most of data analysis and visualization.

Pandas Library features:
- DataFrame object for data handling and changing with indexing which is clubbed.
- Tools for reading and writing data between in-memory data structures and different file formats.
- Handling of missing data with proper integration
- Rearranging and pointing of data sets.
- Label-based slicing, fancy indexing, and sub setting of large data sets.
- Data set joining and merging.
- Hierarchical axis indexing to work with high-dimensional data in a lower-dimensional data structure.
- Time series-functionality: Date range generation [4] and frequency conversion, moving window statistics, moving window linear regressions, date shifting and lagging.
- Provides data filtration.
The pandas is brought into action with a command on Jupyter Notebook as: import pandas as pd.

**III. THE W R ANGLING WORK USING P ANDAS**

As we know data wrangling involves techniques to bring the data in the data in various formats like - merging, grouping, concatenating etc. for the purpose of analysing or making them ready to be used with another set of data. Latest language Python has built-in features to apply these wrangling methods to different data sets to achieve the business goal. In this part of the paper few examples describing these methods will be looked into.

**Data Sets and format:** The Data Sets used here is mainly to mimic the academic data. The format used here is called CSV – Comma Separated Values. Anyone can make the same data sets using Microsoft Excel or Notepad and then saving the data set as .csv file. If Excel is used one shouldn’t forget to close all sheets (other than one data sheet) before saving as .csv. Here a datasetfeb2019.csv is used which can be used in academic organization showing some result of a class. The file location path must be used to access the file.

Now on Jupyter Notebook NumPy library is also used for accessing data.

**Boolean Indexing:** here we find out that how are the values of a column filtered based on conditions from another set of columns? For instance, to find the value of a list of all females who scored above 500 means pass.

Python Code : df.loc[(df["Gender"]=="Female") & (df["TotalScore"]>=500), ["Name", "Status", "TotalScore"]]

**Apply Function:** It is one of the commonly used functions in Python to handle data and making new variables. The method apply returns some value after sending each row/column of a data frame with some other function. The function can be both default or user-defined. For instance, here it can be used to find the missing values in each row and column.

#new function creation in Python :
```python
def n_miss(x):
    return sum(x.isnull())
```

#Applying per column:
```python
print ("Missing values per column")
print (df.apply(n_miss, axis=0))
```

#axis=0 defines that function is to be applied on each column

#Applying per row:
```python
print ("nMissing values per row:")
print (df.apply(n_miss, axis=1).head())
```

#axis=1 defines that function is to be applied on each row
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**Fig 7:** A Pivot Table after Execution

**Pivot Table:** The Pandas can be used to make Excel style pointing tables. For instance, in this coding case, the one which we are doing, a key column is “Total Score” which has missing values. We can compute it using mean amount of each ‘Gender’ and ‘Status’ grp. Now the mean ‘TotalScore’ of each group can be determined as:

```
# Create pivot table
impute_grps = df.pivot_table(values="TotalScore", index="Gender","Status", aggfunc=np.mean)
print (impute_grps)
```

**Crosstab:** This crosstab function is used to get an initial “feel” (view) of the data. Here, we can validate or check some basic hypothesis. For instance, in this case, “TotalScore” is expected to affect the “Status” significantly. The idea can be tested using cross-tabulation as shown in below figure:

```
pd.crosstab(df["TotalScore"],df["Status"],margins=True)
```

Now we will merge existing data frame df with N2

**Sorting of DataFrames:** The package Pandas allow us to do easy sorting and simplifying based on multiple columns or verticles. This can be done as:

```
data_sort = df.sort_values(['Name','TotalScore'], ascending=False)
data_sort[['Name','Status']].head(10)
```

**Fig 8:** Data after Sorting

Iterating over rows of a dataframe means horizontal wise action: It is not a frequently used operation in Pandas. Still, one doesn’t want to get stuck, while working. At times one may need to iterate through all rows using a loop so we have a technique. For instance, one common problem we face is the incorrect treatment of variables in Python. This generally happens when:

- In this programming part the nominal variables with numeric categories are treated as numerical, intersting, right?
- Numeric variables with characters entered in one of the rows (due to a data error which may occur) are considered categorical.

So it’s generally a good idea to manually one defines the column types. If we check the data types of all columns then we should do as:

**Finding Current Data Types:**

```
in [39]: df.dtypes
```

A good way to handle such issues is to make a dot csv (.csv) file with column names and types. This way, we can make a common function to read the file and assign column data types.

So, there are many more steps and techniques which are found in Data Wrangling which makes the work of others easy. This paper discusses most of the common methods which are mandatory for the people who will work in the field of data Science or Data Analytics using Python.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper was an initiative to share the preliminary steps of research experiences while working with Data Sets, Data Science and different Techniques. The paper is kept simple and small thinking that this can be used as preliminary steps for those thousands of learners and researchers who want to work in the field of Data Science and Machine Learning. A good time is spent by every individual, just thinking, where to start and what tools to use. This research work is an eye opener for me and while working with Pandas I could enjoy the modern ways of Analysing Data, mainly here, Wrangling data.
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